The way we learn is changing and evolving. Technology is playing an increasingly important role. TPSO
asked industry expert and CEO of Eagna, David Hughes, to tell us what he is doing at the moment and
what the training of the future will look like.

Changing the paradigm by David Hughes

Holistic training solutions for the 21st century
Some readers may recall I wrote an article in the 2nd edition of TPSO outlining the need for
greater support and inclusivity for security staff from businesses. I mentioned at the end of that
article that I, along with my partners were making this & security risk management a priority
for our business & looked forward to working in co-operation with others who share this aim.
A year later, the future for the security industry and those front line staff is looking more
hopeful. It has been encouraging to see like-minded security professionals sincerely, and in
some cases selflessly make this their mission. In addition there appears to be greater planning
for long term learning solutions for security industry staff from both private and government
organisations.
At Eagna [Agna] we have been working on creating support solutions for those that work within
the security industry. If you haven’t done so already I encourage you to read my article which
outlines the absolute need for greater support within the security sector with particular
attention on more inclusive communication (two-way) with staff and the need for adequate
levels of staff training.
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The Problem: Most security staff will not have a company email address or access to a company
PC, especially if they are part time or on zero hours contracts. As such these staff may fall outside
the scope of ‘in house’ company training which is accessed via a company issued email. In
addition these same staff are often excluded from internal memos or company
communications, adding to an increased sense of exclusion. This often, as my research has
shown leads to a state of disenfranchisement, which in turn reduces motivation, productivity
and which can lead to health issues. Centralised training for staff dispersed across multiple
contracts is often not achievable, can also be a logistical nightmare and is expensive.
The solution: Working with our partners at Olive media we have developed an innovative multipurpose application that provides both a communications platform & learning engine for your
staff. Staff can be trained on your company’s bespoke ‘Regulatory Management System’ (RMS)
incorporating your own branding and site url.
A key feature is that staff can access this application via tablet, mobile phone or laptop as well
as other media devices. This is particularly useful where staff have limited or no access to a
company PC but do have a mobile phone.
Training managers can easily assign courses & training schedules to individuals or teams. This
training solution also offers simplified central training management administration; an
extremely cost effective solution where companies employ large numbers of staff in noncentralised-locations. The communications platform allows immediate business dialogue with
staff, and the ‘staff notification’ function ensures that urgent messages can be sent in a timely
manner. The response protocol allows managers to track who has seen & read the message. A
particularly useful aid for those who manage security teams or have emergency response
duties. Both features are very useful for businesses that provide support services with staff
contracted across multiple sites but who want to retain a centralised means of communication
and training, thereby greatly reducing training costs & ensuring company core values and
standards are maintained.

Features
Your own branded app
Your organisation can have its own fully branded learning app. The
features have been carefully designed by our learning and
development professionals to provide a modern platform for
training and hosting of records. The award winning app is available
on iOS or Android.
A truly amazing mobile media player
The App course player goes beyond simple play,
skip and rewind buttons. Learners tap to view
classroom notes or move between modules. The
SCORM compliant player allows them to resume
the course where they last left it, so they can
work at their own pace on any device.

App and desktop integration
With all your data in the cloud your staff can
learn at their own pace at home on a tablet,
using their phone on the train or on their
laptop at work.

Hosting all docs in one place
Your staff can also host their employment-related records on the
app. This handy feature allows them to upload a scan of their
licenses & training records which can be reviewed by the site
manager at any time. This is also very useful for reviewing nonpermanent contracted staff.

Transform your forms
With GDPR, paper based forms and feedback sheets can create
legal problems for many organisations. With your new app you
can add forms digitally and help streamline your admin process.

Push notifications to staff
You can notify your staff of new courses, or news updates via
push notifications. Push notifications encourage engagement
and have 90% open rates versus 23% for email communication.

QR code Function
It can be difficult to keep a track of who has been inducted and
who has the right certifications to be onsite. The innovative QR
code feature allows the administrator to scan the worker’s
phone to bring up that individual’s training records. A great time
saving feature which greatly reduces training manager
administration.

Standardised Training
We have created a large array of accredited’ modular courses which can be accessed at any
time by your staff. The
modular format
ensures all staff
receive the same
learning material
which ensures a
standardisation of
training. Staff at any site will have received the same training and there isn’t a need to retrain
staff or conduct lengthy training gap analysis surveys.
Styling that works for you – Your unique training needs.
By its very nature, bespoke is custom built. However, we can provide guidance and advice on
different sets of video and animation styles that will be best suited to your organisation. These
can be anything from interviews, case studies, and aerial footage, to animation, 3D and gaming
scenarios. We can create your own unique training courses or complete learning packages such
as apprenticeship training solutions.
Future proof learning.
As well our digital courses we have the technology and capability to meet the demands of all
high end learning requirements, which has serious potential for security and defence training.
Gamification

Gaming improves employees’ knowledge
As we all know, knowledge retention is a big part of any employee’s daily life. Training isn’t just
important for the employee, it is essential to the growth of the company. Studies have found
that interactive learning games can increase long-term retention rates by up to 10 times.
Increased learner engagement
Gamification holds the learner’s attention
and motivates them as they aim to reach a
defined goal. When learners feel positive
about their learning process and know
that they are going to be rewarded in
some way for their efforts, then they stop
becoming passive observers and turn into
active participants. Gaming fosters
innovation, productivity, and fun, which inevitably enhances the work environment.
A risk-free experience of the real world

Gamification in eLearning allows learners to see the real world applications and benefits of the
subject matter. They are able to get a first-hand look at how their choices within the game result
in consequences or rewards.

By training in a fun, risk-free environment they can explore a topic at length and they will be
fully prepared when they apply their understanding to the real world
Virtual Reality Learning
We’re breaking new ground in the immersive
learning world, combining our background in
eLearning with revolutionary products such as
Oculus Rift. Virtual reality (VR) is already
being used as a tool for business training by
means of immersive learning. This technology
provides the ability to enter virtual scenes
with a high sense of reality. Our in-house team
of creative VR developers and L&D experts
have worked on a variety of immersive
learning projects for some of the world’s
largest organisations. Our client list includes
those from a diverse background including automotive, aeronautical, entertainment and sports.
Greatly Improved Retention Rates
According to recent studies, immersive learning
has a retention rate of knowledge in key
messages of 90% compared to traditional
training methods which provide a return of
around 20%. This high sense of reality makes this
technology extremely useful for training in
security, or health and safety, since it allows us to
practice safely any possible work situation as
many times as it takes, such as dealing with a
variety of security threat scenarios.
In Summary
This platform is extremely versatile and can benefit companies of all sizes. It has enormous
potential for those large & international companies where your workforce is geographically
dispersed over great distances. The centralised management features will create additional cost
containment against your training budget. Modular courses ensure ‘standardisation’ of training
and end user portals (mobile phones) mean large numbers of staff can be trained concurrently.
This is very beneficial when there are changes to regulations or standards which need to be
communicated, taught and implemented quickly. Smaller companies will benefit from utilising
the modular courses that have already been created and the communications portal will ensure
you have a more direct means of passing on business critical information. Collectively this will
ensure you provide greater added value to your clients, reduce training costs, and achieve
higher retention rates while improving staff performances. If you want to learn more we look
forward to hearing from you.

About Us:

Here at Eagna our executive team
of directors have over 70 years
collective
knowledge
and
experience providing training in a
wide range of learning &
development environments.
Our professional expertise extends
to IT, IoT, Cyber security, security,
Counter
terrorism,
Crime
prevention, health & safety,
compliance & assurance management as well as risk management. We have an established
reputation for service delivery excellence within a broad set of industry disciplines including
facilities management, military, emergency services, trade unions, public and private sector
enterprise organisations. The Eagna team is here to provide business training solutions for all
customers utilising advanced learning solutions supported by our international partner, Olive
Media.
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